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The first version of the 802.11 standard was ratified in 1997 after seven long years of development. However, initial adoption of this new technology was slow, partly because of the low penetration of devices that needed the “freedom of wireless.”

The real opportunity for 802.11 came with the increased popularity of laptop computers just a few years later. This popularity brought a rapidly growing user base wanting network connectivity not only while connected to an Ethernet cable at home or at work, but also in between: in hotels, airports, conference centers, restaurants, parks, etc. 802.11 provided a cheap and easy way to make laptop mobility a reality for anyone who wanted it.

However, technology by itself is rarely sufficient, particularly in the networking space, where interoperability of devices from multiple vendors is almost always the key to market success. Having been formed as WECA in 1999, theWi-Fi Alliance was ready to provide certification of multi-vendor interoperability.

With the right technology from the IEEE 802.11 Working Group, certified interoperability from the Wi-Fi Alliance, and a real market need based on a growing installed base of laptops, the conditions were ripe for the Wi-Fi market to take off, and indeed it did. By 2007 virtually every new laptop contains Wi-Fi as standard equipment. More importantly, and unlike some other “successful” wireless technologies, many of these devices are used regularly. With this wide use came a growing understanding of the power of cheap, easy-to-deploy, and easy-to-manage interoperable Wi-Fi networks.
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USB Design by Example: A Practical Guide to Building I/O DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The Universal Serial Bus (USB) specification is a boon for users in that it makes the process of connecting peripherals to computers effortless, in most cases. As is often the case with user-friendliness, though, the cosmetic ease comes about as a result of behind-the-scenes complexity. USB Design by Example explains what USB means to...
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Oculoplastic SurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 2019

	
		The definitive resource on reconstructive and aesthetic oculofacial surgery

	
		Oculoplastic Surgery, Third Edition, by Brian Leatherbarrow, reflects more than 25 years of experience and multidisciplinary collaboration in treating patients with a wide spectrum of oculoplastic, orbital,...
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Computer Games and Team and Individual LearningElsevier Limited, 2007

	Documents research on the impact of computer games on the learning of adults. Computer games and learning are characterized from a series of different theoretical and empirical viewpoints. Both civilian sector and military applications are presented. While effectiveness of game environments to support learning can be documented in terms of...
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Unix in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2005
As an open operating system, Unix can be improved on by  anyone and everyone: individuals, companies, universities,  and more. As a result, the very nature of Unix has been  altered over the years by numerous extensions formulated in  an assortment of versions. Today, Unix encompasses  everything from Sun's Solaris to Apple's Mac...
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Handbook of Finite Fields (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2013

	Poised to become the leading reference in the field, the Handbook of Finite Fields is exclusively devoted to the theory and applications of finite fields. More than 80 international contributors compile state-of-the-art research in this definitive handbook. Edited by two renowned researchers, the book uses a uniform style and...
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The Lean Extended Enterprise: Moving Beyond the Four Walls to Value Stream ExcellenceJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003
KEY FEATURES

	Demonstrates how to integrate Lean, Six Sigma, Kaizen, and enabling technologies such as SCM, APS, PLM, CRM, ERP, networks, exchanges and portals into a total business improvement initiative to achieve huge breakthroughs in performance
	Illustrates how to develop, organize, launch, and lead a...
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